Arco Hard Hat
Challenge
Let your imagination run wild as you join local safety
company Arco as a designer to create a new hard hat.

Prep (you will need)
Coloured pens

Glitter

Glue

Paint

Ribbon, beads, sequins etc

Your imagination

Props (we have provided)
• Hard hat template

Carefully cut out the four hard hat pieces from the template provided,
ask a teacher to help you with tricky parts.
Use coloured pens, paint and crafts to decorate the pieces. The more
creative the better – let your imagination go wild.
When you have finished your design (if you’ve used paint or glue, make
sure it’s dry) assemble the four pieces together to create your hat.
Fold the tabs down and use glue to stick the parts together.
Ask your teacher to help if you’re stuck.
Start by sticking parts
and
together so that both blue lines come
to make the side, add
to the opposite side and
together, then stick
finally add
– your hard hat should now have been constructed.
Hold a class or school competition to select a winner of the hard hat
competition. Take a picture of the chosen entry and upload it to Digitull
(digitull.co.uk).
Keep hold of your winning entry – Arco will choose one to make into
a real hard hat, how cool is that?

To find out more visit:

arcoHull

.hardhat.co.uk

MAJOR PARTNER

Hard Hat Template
Top Strip (Back Section)

Top Strip (Front Section)
ADD GLUE HERE TO JOIN SECTIONS

Left Side

Right Side

Front /Peak

• Hold a hard hat parade or wear them to a school assembly
• Display your hard hat creations and invite parents and grandparents
into school to see your designs. Which class came up with the most
innovative way to display the hats?
• Talk about places or situations where you would need to wear a hard
hat. In which jobs would you need to wear a hard hat?
• Visit the Arco website (arco.co.uk) to see what else the company
sells from its distribution centre in Hull

